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G E V R E Y  LOCAL SO LVABILITY FO R SE M ILIN E A R  
PARTIAL D IFFE R E N T IA L  EQ UATIONS
Alessandro Oliaro*
A b s t r a c t . In this paper we deal with a class of semilinear anisotropic 
partial differential equations. The nonlinearity is allowed to be Gevrey of 
a certain order both in x and ∂au , with an additional condition when it is 
GScr in the (∂au)-variables for a critical index scr. For this class of equations 
we prove the local solvability in Gevrey classes.
1. Introduction
In this paper we study the local solvability at the origin of the following class of 
semilinear partial differential equations:
(1.1) P(x, D)u + G(x; ∂au)\{a^ )≤h* = ef(x),
(1.2) P ( x , D ) = D ™ ~  ∑  ba,(x)D«;+ ∑  aß(x)D%.
{af ,af)=m k* <{ß,a)<m
In (1.1) and (1.2) we write a =  ( a i , . . . ,  an) E a — ( a i , . . . ,  o∏-1, 1) with 
(jj > 1 for every j  =  l , . . . , n  — 1; we use the notation a 1 := ( a i , . . . ,  a n_i), 
and analogously a' =  (cri,. . . ,  crn_i); the numbers h*,k* E M satisfy 0 < h* < 
к* < m, m  E R, and (∙,∙) is the usual scalar product between two vectors, so 
(a, a) =  — ∑ j= i aj aj∙ Observe that we admit an
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anisotropy, in the sense that for every j  the order of the Xj-derivative is always 
weighted by oj (in the sequel crj are supposed to be rational numbers).
As is well known, the main properties of the operators with multiple character­
istics heavily depend on the lower order terms, so we have to take into account 
their influence, cf. the next Theorem 1.1.
Recall that, given an open set О С  Rn , a function ∕  E C°°(ft) is said to belong 
to the anisotropic space GA(0), A = (Ai,. . . ,  An), A j > 1 for j  =  1, . . . ,  n, if for 
every compact set К  С ft there exists С such that
max |<9а /(ж)| < Clal+1(a ! ) \x£K
where (а!)л := a\\Xl ∙ ∙ ∙ an\Xn. If A j > 1 for every j  =  1, . . .  ,n we can consider 
Gq(O), the set of all functions ∕  E GA(0) with compact support contained in ft. 
When Ai = ∙ ∙ ∙ =  An = s we obtain the usual isotropic Gevrey space Gs(ft). 
Many results on the theory of partial differential equations, also in Gevrey spaces, 
can be found for example in [7], [14], [11]. Concerning in particular the equation
(1.1), it was studied in the case n =  2 in [3], where its local solvability and 
hypoellipticity are analyzed both in C°° and Gevrey classes; these results have 
been extended to the equation (1.1) in [2]. When proving the solvability in Gevrey 
classes, the nonlinearity G(x ; z), in [3] is assumed to be analytic in the £ variable, 
whereas in the paper [2] G(x;z) is regarded as F(x; №z, Qz), and the function 
F(x;y ) is admitted to be Gevrey in y, of order s < scr (see the next Theorem 
1.1 for the precise expression of the critical index scr). In the present paper we 
generalize this result: we admit here F(x;y) to be Gevrey exactly of order scr in 
y, but we require the following additional condition:
(1 .3) \3ry^ vF(xQ \r ) ) \  <  C e ~ M ^ l1/scr( io g b i r —
for a suitably large M  and for all xq in a neighbourhood of the origin; we use the 
notation
(1.4) crmax := max aj, crmin := min a j ;
jF means the Fourier transform. Note that in particular all the functions F(x;y) 
that are Gq in у for s < scr, satisfy (1.3), and so we shall recapture here the 
result of [2].
T heorem  1.1. Let us fix A = (Ai,. . . ,  An), 1 < A j  < ^ r  for j  =  1, . . . ,  n — I, 
Xn > 1, and r E ( ^ l ) ∙  We suppose that the coefficients of P  in (1.2) and 
the datum f  in (1.1) are in Gq(0^); := {x E W1 : \x\ < (5}. Assume that
h* < m — 1 + r, and the following holds:
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∑  V W r V o / o r ( ' : =(a' ,a,)=m
- s  ∑  aßix ) ^ ^ ™ - 1 > 0 (resp. < 0);
k* <(ß,a)<m
- 3  ∑  baf(x ) ^ , a ' ^ ~ 1 < 0  (resp. >0) .
(a' ,a,)=m
Regarding the nonlinearity, rewriting G(x;z) as F(x: z) we suppose that:
- F(x; 0) = 0;
- F(x;y0) € Gx(£l5) for every y0 € RN ]
- F (x 0 ;y) e GS(RN ), for every x 0 eO,s, s <
_ If s — e previous requirement, we ask that the condition (1.3) is
satisfied, with scr =  for every xq E and M  sufficiently large.
Then the semilinear equation (1.1) admits a classical solution in 0 ^  for 5 and e 
sufficiently small.
Regarding the linear equation Р(ж, D)u =  / ,  we use the technique of the conjuga­
tion developed in [9] and then used in [8] for isotropic equations, and in [10], [3] in 
the anisotropic case: by this conjugation, cf. Section 2 below, we may transform 
the operator P(x,D)  into another one that we shall denote by P(x,D):  we then 
obtain the C°° local solvability of P(x,D)  by applying the techniques of [4], [5], 
cf. also [3]: this implies the Gevrey local solvability of Р(ж, D) as in Theorem 1.1. 
The advantage of this procedure is that we can impose the hypotheses directly 
on the coefficients of the operator.
Regarding the nonlinearity G(x; ∂au), it is treated here with the technique devel­
oped in [1], see also [2]: this gives us the solvability result without any additional 
condition on the coefficients of the operator P. The local solution of the semilinear 
equation is then found, using standard procedure, by the Fixed Point Theorem, 
cf. for example [6].
Some examples of linear operators satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 are 
given in [3], [2]. Here we fix attention on the non linear term: in particular we 
want to show an example of a Gevrey function of exact order scr satisfying (1.3).
Let us consider
(1.5) F ( y ) = J - \ y{e-M^ 1/s" { iogW rmax/CTmin) 5
where [7 7] is a positive C°° function satisfying [77] = \r]\ for large |r/|. Then:
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(a) F  E GSct(Rn );
(b) F satisfies (1.3);
(c) F £ GSct~1'(№.n ), for every v > 0.
In fact, since F belongs to S(WN ) and its Fourier transform satisfies \F(rj)\ < 
С e~M\ri\1/scr 5 we have F  E GScT(M.N ). The point (b) is trivial, and (c) follows 
from the results of [14], Section 3.2: we can in fact regard F{rj) as a symbol in 
the class S oc,Scr~iy(MN )^  for every v > 0. Then (scr — z/)-sing-suppF = {0} for 
V > 0, and so F  ^ GScr~u(MN ). Observe that F is analytic outside the origin, cf. 
[14], Remark 3.2.8.
In the Appendix we shall give an alternative direct proof of (c).
The structure of the paper is as follows: in Section 2 we analyze the linear 
equation P(x,D)u  =  / ,  recalling without proofs the results of [2]: in the linear 
case in fact Theorem 1.1 does not say anything new with respect to [2]. In Section 
3 we deal with the nonlinearity, and in Section 4 we give the proof of Theorem 
1.1.
2. T he linear equation
In this section we recall some results showing the existence of a parametrix for 
the operator (1.2) in a suitable scale of Gevrey-Sobolev spaces r . A detailed 
exposition of this part is given in [2].
Definition 2.1. Let us fix r E (0,1) and 5 > 0; a non-negative function 
Ф(хп, £7) E C°°((—ö,ö) X K.n_1) is said to be a weight function of order (r, a') if 
and only if for every ( j ,ß f) E Z+ x Z™-1 there exist Cjßt and L such that
sup l#L £$V (® n,O I ≤ c jß'(t'}rJ {ß ,<T
xne(-ö,ö)
for all {£,')<?' > L, where (£%/ =  + | ^ |2) 2<Tj ∙
Definition 2.2. Let us now fix s > 0; r  > 0 and a weight function ф(хп, £') 
of order (r ,o'). Then x (-5,5)) := { / G L 2 (Rn~l x (-5,5)) :
\\f\\s,a' < ∞ }7 where | | / | |S)(7' := \\ет^ Хп,1)П>f\\Hs1/tT, is the norm in Н ^ г(Мга_1 x
(—5,5)). The space x (—5,5)) is the Sobolev anisotropic space, defined
by
ii/ K v  := ( ∑
\k=0 ∕ <e.
2 {s—k) I
i / z
D kXn(9x^ f ) ( x n,e ) \ 2 d ^ d x r < oo
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(for s integer; this definition can he extended by interpolation to every s > 0). 
We write er ^ n,D,) f  := (2тr)1- ” f  eix't'eTMXn’?)(Fxt ^ (t f ) (xn,∩ d£ ' .
These spaces have been studied in detail in [8] in the isotropic case and in [10] 
in the anisotropic form of Definition 2.2. Recall that if A = (Ai,. . . ,  X∏) satisfies
1 < A j < for every j  =  1, . . . ,  n — 1, An > 1, then
(2.1) Go(Mra_1 X (-5,5)) с  X (-5,5)).
As for the isotropic case we define for the operator P  in (1.2) the anisotropic 
characteristic manifold
∑ : = { ( ® , £ ) € ^ x ( K " \ { 0 } ) : £ ? -  ∑  Ы * ) Г '  = 0}.
{af ,af)=m
A quasi-conic set Л С  Щ is a set containing the points (tai^i , . . . ,  t (Tn- 1£n - i , t £ n ) 
for every t > 0 whenever it contains the point £. We can then fix a quasi-conic 
neighbourhood Г = x Л of ∑, where Л is a quasi-conic set satisfying the 
condition (£)a < c(£f)ar for every ( g A ,  с being a constant independent of £. 
Now we consider the conjugate operator Р(ж, D) := eT^ (Xn,D^  P(x, D)e~T^ (Xn'D' \  
and we fix ф(хп^ г) =  (i +  f t ) (^ /)o-'∙ ^he general calculus in [10], Theorem
3.1, we have the following result.
P roposition  2.3. Suppose that the coefficients of P(x,D) are in Gq(0); 1 < 
A j < for j  =  1, . . . ,  n — 1, Xn > 1. Then the symbol p(x,£) of P(x,D) is given 
by
p(x,£) =p(x,£) +Pm-i+r(x ^ )  +  lower order terms, 
where p(x,£) is the symbol of P(x,D) and pm- i+r(x,£) is given by
n —1
∑  ∑ b * w д(, ю гж ° ' -
(af ,(Tf)=m 1=1
A similar result holds if we choose ф(хп^ г) =  (i — I f ) (O a ' ∙  Observe that for
5 sufficiently small the symbol рт_ 1+г (ж, £) in Proposition 2.3 is quasi elliptic in 
Г, i.e.
\Pm-l+r(x,0 \ ≥ C ( 0 ™-1+r
for every (x,£) Е Г. This fact, together with the other hypotheses^ of Theorem
1.1, allows us to construct a microlocal parametrix in for P(x,D)  in Г,
cf. [2] (see also the paper of De Donno submitted to the present proceedings,
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in which this point is treated in a more general situation). Then, by applying 
the inverse conjugation, we find a microlocal parametrix in I H f r for Р(ж, D) in 
Г. Since outside Г the operator P  is microlocally quasi elliptic, we have a mi­
crolocal parametrix in the complement of Г; by a standard procedure of patching 
together these parametrices, cf. for example [8], [10], [3], we can construct a 
local parametrix E  in r (E  : r and then deduce the
solvability of the linear equation P(x,D)u  =  ∕  in r ( ^ ) ;  by the inclusion
(2.1) we have the result of Gevrey local solvability of Theorem 1.1.
3. T he nonlinearity
One of the fundamental properties of the space r is that there exists saig > 0
such that, for every s > saig, r is an algebra, provided the weight function 
satisfies the condition
(3.1) Ф(хп^ ' )  - ф ( х п^ '  -  rf) - ф ( х п,г)') < -bm in{(f'
for a constant b > 0. From this fact it is possible to prove the following result.
P roposition  3.1. Let us fix s > saig and suppose that the weight function 
ф(хп ,£') satisfies (3.1). Then there exist two constants с and a such that
f a||w||r^°’/mm(log ||w|| /)(Jmax/(Jmin j. j.
(3.2) ||еш(ж) -  1\\8^  < \ ce ’ |f IMU-' > 1
t  ^  I M I s , < j '  i f  | M |  S,<j' ^  1
for every real-valued function и E r (K.n_1 x (—(5,(5)); the constants с and a 
depend only on n and s.
Proposition 3.1 is proved in the isotropic case in [1], with a slightly different 
norm; the proof in our case is given in [2].
T heorem  3.2. Let us consider a function F(x;y) satisfying the hypotheses 
of Theorem 1.1; choose В С r (K.n_1 x (—(5, 5)) bounded with respect to ||∙||S5Cr', 
and take N  real-valued functions u i (x ) , .. .  , u n (x ) E l .  Let ф(хп^ ' )  satisfy (3.1) 
and assume s > saig. Then, writing u(x) =  (ui(x) , .. .  , u n (x )), we have
(3.3) \\F(x; u(x))\\s a^f < Ф(H i^IU,cr', ∙ ∙ ∙ , \\uN \\s^ ) ,
where Ф is a continuous function satisfying Ф(у) —»> 0 as у —>► 0. Taking 
vi{x) , . . .  , v n (x ) E l  we also have
N
(3.4) УF(x; u(x)) -  F(x; v(x)) ||S)0∙/ < Сш ∑
j = 1
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Cm being а constant depending on B.
Before giving the proof of Theorem 3.2 we prove the following technical lemma. 
Lem m a 3.3. For every a i , . . . ,  адг E С we have:
N
(3.5) ai ∙ ∙ ∙ aN -  1 = ∑  ∑  (ajl -  1) ∙ ∙ ∙ (aje -  1)
1=1 0 < j ! < - < j t < N
Pr oof .  We prove this identity by induction on N.  If N  = 1, (3.5) is triv­
ial. Now we suppose that it is true for N  and we consider a \  ∙ ∙ ∙ a ^ + i  — 1 =  
a\ ∙ ∙ ■ ajv_i(ajvajv_|_i) — 1; by the inductive hypothesis we have:
N (
O∙i ■ ■ ■ o ∙ N - i { o ∙ N  a ∙ N + l )  — 1 =  ∑  ( ∑  (öji  — 1) ■ ■ ■ (a j e  ~  1)
1=1 ' 0 < j i < - < j t < N
+  ∑  (aji  ~  1 ) ' ' '  (aje-i ~  ! ) ( a iVa iV+i -  1) j ;
0 < j i < —< j l = N  '
since ünün+i — 1 = (ojv — 1) + (ajv+i — 1) +  (a>N ~  l)(a/v+i — 1) we have 
N (
a i  ■ ■ - o -N+i  -  1 =  ∑  ( ∑  ( « n  - ! ) • • •  ( a j i  ~  1)
1=1 ^ 0 < j i < - < j ( < N
+  ∑  [_(a j i  -  1) ∙ ∙ ∙ ( d j t - i  -  1)] (o∙N -  1)
0 < j l < - < j t - l < N
+  ∑  [(a i l  _  1) ∙ ∙ ∙ (a j i - i  — 1)] ( d N + 1  -  1)
0 < j i < ∙ ∙ ∙ < j i - i < N
+ ∑  [(aii ~~ !)''' (aje-i -  !)] (aN -  l)(ajv+i -  1) J
0 < j l < - < j l - ! < N  ’
N + l
=  — 1) ' ' ' ( a j l  ~  1)∙
1=1 0 < j i < - < j t < N + l
So the proof is complete. □
P r o o f  of Theorem 3.2. Observe at first that, since
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В is also bounded in L 0 0 (Wl ~ 1 x (—(5, (5)); moreover, we look for the local solvability 
at the origin of (1.1), and so we can suppose that F(x;y ) is compactly supported 
both in X and y. By the hypotheses on the Gevrey order of F(x; y) and a standard 
procedure we can find two constants С and /i such that
IDjXn {xn, ri) I <  С  e~ß∑ P 1 (1+ l^ l ) 1Ai e -M I. r ^ i∏ d o g  |4|)'ma*/*min ^
M  being the constant of the estimate (1-3). By Definition 2.2 it follows that 
\\elx'?f(x)\\s^  < С e ^ ’WfWs^, and so we have:
(3.6)
\\F(x-,u(x))\\sy  <C J  е ^ Ъ  e- / t ∑7=i1(1+ |?j|)1Ai dg
X J  \\eir,U^  —  l | | s  a> e~M\v\r/(amin) ( l o g | j ? | ) CTmax/ <7min ^
Since 1 < A j < -jjr for j  = 1, . . .  , n — 1, the integral in £' in (3.6) is finite. By 
Lemma 3.3 and the algebra property of I H f r we have that for s > saig
(3.7)
N
IIeiw(?) _  i | | s^ ,  <  C ∑  ∑  \\eirijiuji(x) -  i | | s^ /  . . .  \\е Щ £и 3£(х) -  l | | s^ , .
1=1 0 < j i < - < j i < N
So, by Proposition 3.1 and (3.7), if M  is sufficiently large the integral in r/ in (3.6)
is convergent, and so (3.3) is true. In particular, if ||^j||SjCr/ < 1 for every j  the
N
function Ф keeps the form Ф(ll j^IU,cr') = С ∑  ∑  H^nlU^' ’ ’ ’
£=1 0 < j i < - < j £< N
then Ф(у) 0 as у —>► 0.
Now we want to prove (3.4). From the Taylor formula, stopped at the first term,
we have:
N
F(x;u(x)) -F (x ;v (x ) )  = ∑ ( u j ( x )  -V j(x ))
3 = 1
f  ((∂yjF)(x;u(x) +tv(x)) -  (∂VjF)(x; 0)) dt + (∂VjF)(x;0) 
Jo
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Taking the r norms, and applying (3.3) to the function H(x;w(x))  :=
(∂y.F)(x;w(x)) — (∂y.F)(x; 0) we deduce that
N
II F(x;u(x)) -  F(x;v(x))  ||S;(7/ < C ∑ \ \ u j  - v 3 IIs &
3 =  1
X [  Ф(||Uj +tvj\\s^ ) d t +  \\{∂y3 F)(x; 0)||,
J  о
then (3.4) follows from the fact that Uj(x) and Vj(x) are in a bounded set and Ф 
is continuous. □
R em ark  3.4. Let us consider now J(u ) := F(x; 9ft (даи), Э (∂au))\(a^<h* , 
cf. (1.1). We take u ( x )  E В С  r (K.n_1 x (-S,S)), where В is bounded as 
before; observe that ||öa^ ||S5Ö-/ < C\\u\\s+h*^ a/ for every a satisfying (a, a) < h*. 
Then, by Theorem 3.2 we can find a continuous non-decreasing function Ф : 
[0,+oo) [0,+oo); Ф(0) = 0; such that
(3.8) \\J(u)\\s,*' < ф(||«||в+л*)(,');
moreover, if u, v E В we have:
(3.9) II J(u) -  J (v )||S)0∙/ < Cb||« -  v\\s+h*^ .
4. P ro o f o f  T heorem  1.1
Using the tools of the preceding two sections we now prove the local solvability 
of the semilinear equation (1.1).
P r o o f  of Theorem 1.1. We know from Section 2 that there exists a parametrix 
E  of P : more precisely, we have that P (x ,D )E  =  Id + i?, with E  : r
^  r f + T / ,  and R  : h K  -► for every t > 0. Then byT ,<7  ,Г T ,(7  ,Г ‘ T ,(7  ,Г T ,(7  ,Г J  J
arguments as in [6], see also [8], [10], [3], we can find a positive, continuous, 
non-decreasing function С : [0, Sq] —>► [0, +oo), £(0) = 0 such that, defining
ДДд) := sup — и л------- —, o s(∂) := sup ∏ ∏ ,
v≠ 0  H^ llsjCr' v≠O H^ IUjCr'
vzK’t  л п») J ∩s)
we have A s(S) < £(£), Bs(S) < C(S). We are looking for a solution of the form 
и =  E v , so the equation (1.1) becomes v(x) = Q(v( ж)) + б/(ж), where Q(v(x)) :=
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- Rv(x) — F (ж; 3? (да(Ev) (x)), 3? (да(Ev) (x))) |<a;,(r)<h* ∙ We then have to find a
fixed point of the operator Q(∙) +  / ;  we choose 5 and e such that the following
conditions are satisfied:
(4.1) Bs(S)(l +  e ||/ | |Sj(7/) + Ф(Лв(5)(1 + e ||/ | |Sj(7/)) < 1
(4.2) Bs(6 ) + A s(6 )Cn < 1,
where Ф(-) and C® are given by Remark 3.4, В := {w Е I H f r(Qs) : ||w—e /||s?cr/ < 
1}. Now, by (3.8) and (4.1) we have that Q(∙) +  ∕  : В —>► В; moreover (3.9) 
and (4.2) imply that Q(∙) +  ∕  is a contraction. We then obtain a solution as 
an application of the Fixed Point Theorem in the Banach space B. Taking s 
sufficiently large the solution is classical. □
A p p en d ix
In the Introduction we have analyzed the function F(y)  defined in (1.5). Now we 
give an alternative direct proof of the fact that F  ^ GScr~iy(MN ). We prove this 
fact ab absurdo: let us suppose that there exists v > 0 such that F  E GScr~"(RN ). 
We then choose an even function ф E Gs0cr~ ^ ф ф 0, and define ip := ф * ф. 
In this way we have ip E Gs0cr~u(~RN ), as it is easy to deduce by the definition of 
the convolution product. Moreover, (p is real-valued, and (p(rj) > 0 for all rj Е M.N : 
in fact, (p(rj) =  Э^у^^ф * ф)(г]) =  (VK7?))2, and ф(г]) is real-valued, ф being even. 
Let us consider now (ipF)(y); observe that ip(y) ≠  0 in a neighbourhood of у = 0 
(we have already pointed out that the singularity of F  is localized in у = 0). 
We have that (ipF)(y) E Стдсг_1/(М^) and then, by the standard properties of the 
Fourier transform,
(A.l) I W W rK 4 ) l ≤ C e - * ' ‘/l'" -‘∙1
for suitable С and /i; on the other hand,
(A.2) ? y^r,(<pF)(ri) = (2tt) - n $ * F  = (2n)~N J  $(£)F(ri -  £)<%.
Now
P(n _ £\ — e M\jj £] 1/ Scr (log[?7
(A.3)
^  ^  — М Г [77] 1/ Scr ( l o g [ 7y])crmax/ crmin ^ _ M / [^]1 / S cr ( lo g [ ^ ] ) (Jmax/ (Jmin
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Since F  and (p are real-valued non-negative functions, we have by (A.2) and (A.3) 
that
(A.4)
=  (2«)-n J \m\ \F(4- t ) \< i t
> (27r)_Jve_ M '^1/scr(log^ )CTmax/CTmin J  |£>(£)| e-M 'H1/scr(logH)CTmax/CTmin ^
_  Qi e-M'[^ ]1/Scr(log[^])<7max/<7 min
We finally deduce from (A.l) and (A.4) that
^e-M 'M i/-aogM r-ax/^in  ≤ ^ у^(^Р)(г]) \  < c e-ß\v\1/(3^ - v\
that cannot be true for large \rj\. So F £ GScT~t/(M.N), for any v > 0.
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